SUPPLYPRO GIVES BACK
SAN DIEGO – June 17, 2020 – SupplyPro today announced the PUT YOUR MONEY WHERE
YOUR MASK IS sales promotion.
The Covid-19 pandemic has had an undeniable impact on the way we work. Worker safety is a
top priority. Establishing a safe environment and compliant workforce is critical in the postCovid world.
To help our partners get back to work quickly and safely, SupplyPro is offering its popular
SupplyBay vending machine below cost for a limited time only. “We are literally putting our
money where customers need it most – PPE Vending,” said Stan Sigman, Chief Revenue
Officer. “We have gotten a lot of calls from customers who are looking to put everything from
safety masks to latex gloves and sanitizer in the machines.” He went on to say, “automated
vending reduces human contact and every transaction is recorded – which increases
accountability and benefits contact tracing.”
Taking action now, while the economy is still ramping back up, is the ideal time to position
both industrial distributors and their customers for success – SAFELY. Essential safety supplies
are dispensed to – the right people, at the right time, where it’s needed most. And compliance
is documented to reduce risk and liability in this new environment.
SUPPLYPRO IS CONTRIBUTING TO HELP GET BUSINESSES BACK TO WORK.

About SupplyPro - Headquartered in San Diego, California, SupplyPro is the leading provider
of automated inventory management technologies, with a device-driven, cloud-based
ecosystem that seamlessly meshes with most internal ERP systems and distributor delivery
solutions. More than 1.8 million monthly users, from manufacturing to aerospace and high-tech
fabrication, rely on the SupplyPro platform to increase efficiencies, profitability and
competitiveness. For more information visit: http://supplypro.com/.
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Ease-of-Use
Extensive reporting capabilities
Backlit, swivel keypad for enhanced administration control and easy user
interaction
Rapid refill that reduces stocking time by as much as 50%
Single button re-stock
Remote diagnostics for streamlined service and support and reduced on-site
computing needs
Seamless interoperability with other SupplyPro devices & extensive
integration options
One-year hardware warranty

